DIVERSE DIALOGUES

Join us and be part of crucial campus conversations, help to highlight underrepresented voices, elevate the social justice work being done locally, and engage and learn from difficult diversity, equity, and inclusion issues that affect us all.

SEPTEMBER
[09.30] Colonization is a System, not a Color: More on Unlearning to Relearn
presented by Dr. Valoree Gagnon, Dr. Kari Henquinet, Amy L. Howard, & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Ballroom A1

OCTOBER
[10.3] Talkin’ About Whiteness: Acknowledging Our Dominant White Culture and Its Implications
presented by Benjamin Petrie, Sean Brown, & CDI
12:35pm-1:45pm
MUB Ballroom A1

[10.24] Changing the Conversation: Biracial/Multiracial Identities in STEM
presented by CDI
12:35pm-1:45pm
MUB Ballroom B1

presented by Dr. Carlos Amador, Amy L. Howard, & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Ballroom A1

presented by Dr. Valoree Gagnon, Dr. Kari Henquinet, Amy L. Howard, & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Ballroom A1

NOVEMBER
presented by Dr. Carlos Amador, Amy L. Howard, & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Ballroom A1

presented by Dr. Valoree Gagnon, Dr. Kari Henquinet, Amy L. Howard, & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Ballroom A1

presented by Dr. Claudia Youakim & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Alumni Lounge

DECEMBER
presented by Dr. Claudia Youakim & CDI
4:05pm-5:30pm
MUB Alumni Lounge
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